PERFECT GOOGLE ADS
CAMPAIGN SETUP
FOR LOCAL BUSINESSES
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If you are a local business/service then please pay close attention and follow my recommendations. I’m confident that if you apply each of the corrections to your campaign you’ll see
immediate improvement in your CTR, leads, calls, etc.
If not, please reach out to me and i’ll gladly review your campaign in-depth for free. If you
do see great results, I’d greatly appreciate your feedback on our business or facebook page.

#1: Goals
One of the best ways to create a campaign is by choosing “No Goal
Guidance”. This gives you the option to customize your own advanced settings and get better results.
Campaign Settings → Goal
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All search campaigns have a default target option that needs to be
changed so your ads don’t appear outside of your target area. The
correct setting you want to have is “people in or regularly in your
targeted locations”.

See the screenshot below for a reference of how you should have it set up.
Campaign Settings → Locations → Location options

Side note: You can check where your ads have appeared by clicking on:
Locations → Geographic Report → User location report.
See the screenshot below for a reference of how to get there.
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Uncheck the box that says “Include Google display network”
Reason: You aren’t able to see the search terms from the traffic you
received on the display network and this causes you to spend a lot of
money on traffic that rarely converts.
Side note: You can create a separate campaign just for the display network If you’d like to do
some branding with images across multiple websites.
Campaign Settings → Networks

#4: Bidding

Use the bid strategy Manual CPC to have better control of your overall bidding from every single targeting method. For example, devices, ad schedule, locations.
At the end of the day you want to put more money into keywords that convert and then just take bids away from the words that don’t or pause them.
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Choose the setting that says “Do not optimize: Rotate ads indefinitely”. This will allow you to properly do A/B testing with your ads. It is
a best practice to write new ads every two - four weeks to always test
which headline gets you a higher CTR. The higher CTR indicates
better relevancy and it can help your keyword quality score go up
which will make your cost per click go down.

#6: Ad Schedule
Ad schedule is incredibly important to adjust if you don’t offer a 24
hour emergency service. Many advertisers waste their budget on
clicks that came between midnight and six am. Ask yourself, what
are the hours that a normal customer would google for my services?
Those are the hours you’ll want to make sure you are running your
ads, specially if your campaign is already limited by budget.
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Place bid adjustments on the devices which you want to rank higher
on or negative bid adjustments if you don’t want to show up as often
on certain devices. For example, if you are a locksmith then you’ll
want to prioritize mobile traffic and place a negative bid adjustment
on desktop traffic.

#8: Keyword (Search terms)
Review the search terms report to see if the traffic you have been
getting is relevant or not. If you see several repeated queries that
have nothing to do with your business then you’ll want to make
changes to your keyword match type and add negative keywords.
One way to get better traffic is by using + sign in front of each word.
The other way is to add negative keywords for example: free, work, job, career, video, site,
etc.
*This is one of the most important improvements you can make in your campaign. Be sure
to have an expert review or guide you through choosing the correct match types for our
specific keywords.
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Try to include your keywords in the headline of your ad. This
will create relevancy and help your CTR and keyword quality
score. Include the new third headline a new second description to
add more details about your services. The display path is used to
make it seem like you have a specific page for the product or
service even if you don’t.
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Set up conversion tracking to know exactly how many calls or
contact form submissions your Google ads campaign is generating.
You can set this up by creating goals in Google Analytics and
importing them into your Google ads account or you can create the
goals directly from the google ads account and install the codes on
your website. Once you’ve set up conversion tracking correctly you
can start improving your campaigns performance.
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